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Ixion

A fine snow covers the ground like gauze.
It is the new year, and the new
Calendar flutters in this ancient room.
January. And so on and so forth.
Man creates the measured polarities,
Language and this curious business of
Direction. I have kept quiet Two mirrors
Face each other, space burned out between.
I have had a vision that I am walking
In a grey field. No color
For a long spell, but still everything
Is beautiful, the grass and broad sky.
I walk toward a black mountain moving
Farther into a dark wedge of horizon.
Not like those silly dreams when one
Scales a mountain and only has another
To contend with, or one
Springs forty doors to find another
Closed. I might imagine small hills
Between me and that one I move toward
But each lasts only a moment.
I want to speak to you of something
Like a wheel but that as well
Is idle circumlocution.
A fine snow covers the ground like gauze.
It is because I know that I cannot tell
You. It is because I know
That I cannot tell.

5

Her Dreams

Winter closes on us like a dream
That wakens me before the night is over.
My daughter soon will be a mother
Before October sets the air aflame.
Around the lamp a drift of shadows swarms.
One night I heard while I was sleeping
A child in a child's arms weeping
A mother weeping in a mother's arms.
The circle of the sky is dark with rain.
I saw one morning in a snowy dream
Four swans asieep beside a frozen stream
That thawed and ran and froze again.

Lapsus Memoriae

Perhaps if we move through the field
This way, Christine, with your red scarf
Waving, we can make of ourselves
Something of beauty. Something easy
To look on. Life is forever, art
But a moment. As a boy I found
All truth in two old
People who blew gayly through
A field and if
We go that way we may be young again.

6

St. Julien de Pauvre

No turn of imagination or blur
of near sightedness could find
a sculpture in these hulks on pedestals.
Figures once stood, probably
on either side of the three steps down
into the circular garden and along
a path in the blue shadow of the church.
It's like a mortar shell or mad axeman
lopped them off at the ankles
leaving the statue once more
in a state of becoming, or space
for the older memories to fill up.
In the early evening children play
tag, darting in and out of sight.
Nuns and old women stroll along the paths
and out the iron gate.
Older men, nodding,
forget this growing dark is time
for supper. Eyes blink, catching on
ruins that in the blue light of dusk
become women kneeling.

— Daniel Mark Epstein
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Soldier

In the broth of a shell-green soup
He had seen before at a Chinese restaurant,
Charlie lies sleeping, in his curven bowl
Dreaming of schooldays, as he figures his sums.
His column does not figure, nor can he
Focus an answer; still his tongue lies
Bitten, and sweats his brow.
In his eyes dream scenes, a childhood maze —
Of cows, boozing in green pastures —
But he has left off childish ways.
So dirty his clothing now, perhaps
A whole box of Tide won't get it off.
Let him be, mother, just wipe his gluing mouth and clasp
The flower in his hands.

— W. Bruce Robinson
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Fidus Interpres
The term 'verse translation' covers a multitude of sins. As readers
become aware of foreign cultures and the demand for foreign literature
increases, vast armies of scholars, professional translators, an some
times a poet or two come forth to fill the need. All proclaim that their
versions 'give you the original,' are 'works of art in their own right,
and so on. The appeal of these claims is natural: why spend a year or
two learning enough Greek to stumble through Homer when you can
get a 'true representation' from Professor Lattimore? In places where
the demands of Liberal Education require that you quickly pick up a
decent cultural background, it is comforting to imagine that Lattimore
really is Homer or Pindar. In fact, readers feel guilty about not liking
a translation the professorial blurbs say will stand as definitive for
aeons, even though they would dismiss it as cardboard if it were not
supposed to be Homer. But even where it is fashionable to debunk the
output of the current translation boom, the few really fine translations
often get damned along with everything else. The confusion comes
from an unclear definition of translation; until this is remedied, sensi
tive readers will not expect better poetry and our present translation
problem will not improve. I want to suggest that there are, broadly,
three ways to transfer literary matter from one language to another.
One can metaphrase, a process defined by Dryden as "turning an
author word by word, and line by line, from one language into an
other." In this category are the barely literate prose cribs of the Bohn
and Loeb Libraries and the innocuous trots found in any language
course and used to help a student who gets stuck on a knotty passage.
Unfortunately, the most popular classical translator, Richmond Lat
timore, belongs to this class, gifted as he is. Lattimore feels mistrans
lation would occur "by rating the word of my own choice ahead of the
word which translates the Greek." The emphasis is on the original
text, on scholarly accuracy, and the result is a severe, i exi
utterly unpoetic rendering of a poem's bare structure without its sou .
Lattimore dissects from the living body of his original ey^s, 'P8'
h«art, hands, and pastes them meticulously on a cardboard dummy,
t° scale. The grotesque result, loudly applauded by philologists,
sounds exotic enough to convince most liberal artists that t ey ave
a real translation of Homer. Lattimore's cribs-in-disguise now cover
most of the greatest Greek poets, but unless you are scholar or do
9

not mind frequent trips to your commentaries, these metaphrases will
not teach you much about the poetry behind the structural peculiari
ties.
Or one can paraphrase by keeping fairly close to the local struc
tures of the original but restating it in more or less poetic terms (while
guarding against importing or omitting anything). Both metaphrasers
and paraphrasers write in the same spirit of conservative literalism.
Into this class fall most modern translations, notably the Penguin ser
ies, the Chicago tragedies, and countless versions of epigrams, lyric
fragments, and sundry trifles by almost everyone. One can learn some
thing from a good paraphrase for one can feel the translator's attempt
to come to terms with his original rather than merely transcribe it.
But this is still not poetry and the unwary reader should not be mis
led into thinking it is any closer to the spirit of the original than are
Lattimore's rigid exhibits.
Translation occurs only When the translator sets out to turn his
original into something else by totally recreating it in his own terms,
realizing that there is no way to get the original except through the
original, and that those who want roadmaps can get them from Lattimore, et al. A translation comes into existence as an original poem
does: a poet (and it must be a poet) experiences something (the
original poem, in this case) and is driven to find a more or less equiva
lent verbal expression for it. He is emphatically not interested in pro
viding a literate trot for those without the original but who need it for
one reason or another. The cribs and paraphrases suffice here. He
wants to write a poem to be enjoyed as poetry with or without com
parison with the original. The language of his translation springs from
a vital, contemporary poetic idiom and he deals poetically with the
social, moral, and literary sensibilities of his own day regardless of
their implicit presence or absence in the original. This is not to sug
gest an Iliad in modern dress, but a new poem worth reading here and
now as poetry because it is connected with here-and-now concerns.
The translator gives the Greekless reader, that is, reasons why the
Iliad is worth reading, and he does this through living artistic refeelings of the Iliadic universe as he sees it. Translation in this sense re
quires not the local undulations of the original, a mere transcription
of linguistic movement into another language, but a responsible state
ment of the spirit of the original, standing consequently in a critical
relation to the original. Perhaps the decisive mark of a real transla
tion is its simultaneous value as criticism. Obviously, translation
10

should be employed only when such a recreation is necessary. Much
modern literature can be transcribed artistically, especially novels or
plays which share a common cultural tradition. We would no more
have to translate (in my sense) Robbe-Grillet than crucial scientific
or diplomatic material. Even in the case of (say) Rilke s Duino
Elegies, Spender and Leishman produced pretty good poetry by meta
phrase. But the farther from familiar traditions one travels, the greater
the need for translation, the less poetic paraphrase sounds. In my dis
cussion, I will be dealing with translations from Greek and Roman
literature, literature which poses the greatest challenges to a trans
lator: here there are no familiar landmarks, no precise linguistic
equivalents, few social, spiritual, or literary analogues. This is litera
ture which must be almost totally reintegrated before a vital transla
tion can be made, except, of course, for authors (like Sappho) who
happen to sound pretty enough without much tampering, and those
no tampering can raise from the dead.
Ezra Pound, as far back as Ripostes in 1912, began to develop a
viable new verse and poetic diction capable of spanning the vast formal
chasm between classical poetry and English poetry. Technically, this
required the invention (or recreation) of an apparently free verse
without regular rhyme, syllabic length, or uniformity of diction. It was
the kind of verse Pound calls melopoeia, "wherein the words are
charged, over and above their plain meaning, with some musical prop
erty which directs the bearing or trend of the meaning." The musical
structure of Pound's verse was determined by the poetic flow at hand,
and was not a departure from any traditional norm (like much of
Eliot); nor was it 'free' in the sense that Whitman's rolling prose was
'free.' Pound's verse was really verse with its own self-directed form
and formality. Applied to the art of translation, along with Pound s
strenuous .iconoclasm, this new poetry broke completely away from
the inert Victorian conception of a classic, the belief that ancient
masterpieces must be edifying and therefore loftily couched in muzzy
artificial conventions which falsified and effectively embalmed the
spirit of the original. Even Swinburne's brilliant attempts with Greek
choral poetry failed because his language and versification sprang
from no living idiom. The technical freedom of Pound's new ideas
cleared the air and enabled him to appropriate into his living art the
dormant vitality of classical art. Above all, he saw that translation is
a poetic process linking the individual talent to the poetic tradition,
the translator's and the original author's sensibilities meet, merge, anc
11

mutually interact to form a new work of art and criticism. Such reabsorption of an original into modern terms had not been accomplished
since Pope s Iliad, Dryden's Aeneid, or Johnson's Vanity of Human
Wishes and London.
Pound s Latin translations, from his early versions of Catullus
through the recent ones from Horace, show a consistent development
of a personal modern poetic style which is most successful in the Hom
age To Sextus Propertius. For Pound, Propertius' works "presents cer
tain emotions as vital to men faced with the infinite and ineffable
imbecility of the British Empire as they were to Propertius faced with
the infinite and ineffable imbecility of the Roman Empire. These emo
tions are given largely, but not entirely, in Propertius' own terms." By
Propertius own terms ' Pound meant Propertius' way of expressing
experience poetically; what Pound did was recreate his experience in
English. Pound found Propertius a kindred spirit; in fact Hugh
Selwyn Mauberly was to be a continuation of Propertian credos and
themes. Thus it is not strange that we read the Homage both for in
sight into Propertius and for insight into Pound.
Appropriating the Latin author required wholesale restructuring
of the original. Not all of Propertius was used; whatever Pound con
sidered otiose, ornamental, or unpalatable to modern taste he ruth
lessly excised. The central theme of Propertius' work, his love for
Cynthia, becomes Pound's concern for art and artistic freedom. Un
willing to rely on our vague recollections of classical mythology (which
abounds in Propertius), Pound frequently plays amusing anachronistic
games with classical allusion, as in his translation of the line Cimbrorumque minas et benefacta Man, referring to the "threats of the Cimbrians" (an ancient tribe) and the "boons of Marius" (who defeated
them), which becomes "Welsh mines and the profit that Marius had
out of them. Most importantly, he discovered in Propertious the presence of logopoeia, which he found also in Dorset, Heine, Rochester,
and Laforgue. Logopoeia was never too clearly defined by Pound, but
seems to imply a refined mode of irony used in various humorous or
satiric ways, showing itself in a sensitivity to the way certain poetic
or linguistic habits are used in various contexts. These habits can
be used in other contexts to produce ironic effects opposite to those
produced in the original context. Thus, poetic loftiness can be used
against poetic loftiness, vulgarisms against vulgarisms, and even translationese against translationese, a technique Pound used in his fine
version of Horace's Exegi Monumentum:
12

This monument will outlast metal and I made it
More durable than the king's seat, higher than pyramids.
Gnaw of the wind and rain?
Impotent
The flow of the years to break it, however many.
Bits of me, many bits, will dodge all funeral,
0 Libitina-Persephone and, after that,
Sprout new praise. As long as
Pontifex and the quiet girl pace the Capitol
1 shall be spoken where the wild flood Aufidus
Lashes, and Daunus ruled the parched farmland:
Power from lowliness: "First brought Aeolic song to Italian
fashion"Wear pride, work's gain! O Muse Melpomene,
By your will bind the laurel.
My hair, Delphic laurel.
Here typical translationese and traditional poeticism, used ironically
to illuminate the quality of Horace's boast, interact with a context of
colloquial arrogance, delicate parody, and the very Poundian tec
niques of juxtaposition, jagged transition, ungrammatical syntactical
effects, and a rugged musical flow which suggests the quantitative
polymetric modulations of Greek lyrics. A glance at the early Cantos
will reveal how thoroughly Pound takes over an original author.
In the Homage, Pound refines and expands these techniques to
produce the startling feeling that this is real poetry emerging from
3 living language felt in its subtleties and nuances, not a w®° ei|
transfer from an alien tongue. The attempt to convey the original
author's sensibilities and his attitudes to his art and milieu, an
above all to establish an English equivalent for Propertius' selfconscious linguistic, emotional, and poetic ironies (logopoeia), force
Pound to create alternative expressions; his success justifies t e
great liberties he took with Propertian material.
Pound's greatest venture in Greek poetry is his Women of
Trachis, a translation (I think) as good as the Homage though differ
ent in approach. This is poetry for the stage, and Pound's aim was to
invent for people who may not know anything about Greek drama a
substitute for tragic diction, the presentation of a single linear action
on different planes of reality, and a tragic impact which will be at once
niodern and recognizable as non-Western. He concocted a strange
13

English-American argot, simple, direct, often dinning and crude. Gil
bert Murray translates:
D: My son, my child! From humble lips may fall
Wise words, methinks. This woman being a thrall,
Hath spoke a word would well beseem the free.
H: How, mother, if not secret, tell it me.
Pound:
D: See here, son, this slave talks sense,
More than some free folks.
H: What's he say? Lemme hear.
It may be vulgar and deliberately unlofty, but it is dialogue for mod
erns who want fast action without the ceremony and dross that have
gone stale after a century of Murray-ish 'grandeur.' But behind this
un-Sophoclean diction lies some genuine Sophoclean meaning. No
other rendering of the play into English, and very few scholarly com
mentaries, have discerned the fundamental meanings of the play;
black sheep Pound revealed the black sheep Trachiniai to the literary
world.
Briefly, the play concerns Herakles' homecoming after sacking a
city to sleep with a slavegirl. Herakles' wife, Deianeira, whom Herakles
had saved from rape by a lecherous centaur, finds out about her hus
band's latest infidelity and decides to get him back by using a lovepotion the dying centaur had given her. She pours it into a shirt and
sends it along to Herakles, who begins to melt away in great agony as
soon as he puts it on. Deianeira hears of it and kills herself, and Her
akles, in an ugly, howling scene, finally perceives the meaning of his
destiny and gives orders for the building of his pyre. Sophocles works
into this plot an incredibly rich symbolic pattern which Pound alone
has picked up and revivified in English: the instruments of Herakles'
death and their interaction with the strange machinations of destiny,
the killing of the living by the dead, the interplay of light and dark
confusion and illumination, the perverse heroism of Herakles and the
secrecy of heaven, "the spectacle of madness in flower," weave them
selves together in Herakles' grand outcry, a complex conceptional
nexus which Pound brings over brilliantly:
It means that I die. .
For amid the dead there is no work in service.
Come at it that way, my boy, what
SPLENDOUR,
IT ALL COHERES.
14

The Greek, tauta oun epeide lampra symbainei, is loaded with all the
impact Pound magnifies in capitals. He rightly saw that "this is the
key phrase for which the play exists," putting to shame generations of
bald heads who saw no such thing. The light of SPLENDOUR ex
presses simultaneously the force of Herakles' sudden paraconscious
discovery of his place in the universal order (forecast in the imagery
of the initial chorus) and previews the far-shining brightness of the
pyre of his apotheosis. COHERES signals the ultimate coming to
gether' (symbainei) of the meaning of Herakles' end, including the
clinging poison of the shirt (and Deianeira's part in the fulfillment of
destiny) and the malevolence of the long dead centaur revenging him
self through Herakles' own grown excesses. Clouds of obscurity liter
ally roll away; for Herakles, a bestial past of violent and meaningless
contingency is over, an Olympian future lies ahead.
Recreation was the only way to translate this play, and Pound s
idiosyncratic creativity was equal to the task. Faced with the impos
sibility of reviving any thing like Sophoclean stateliness, Pound
created a new anti-stateliness, a super-simplicity intended to reveal to
20th century audiences the doings of some ancient Greeks. As a result,
the brutalist mentality of much of the Trachiniai was captured for
the first time.
Pound's translations have influenced a small number of poets, in
cluding H. D. and the Imagists, Robert Lowell (whose Imitations and
"The Ghost (After Sextus Propertius)" were clearly inspired by the
Homage), and even Yeats: his collection, The Wild Swans at Coole
(1919), showed the vital potentialities of Pounds breakthrough. But
the vituperation of scholars and professional litterateurs, who supPorted then and still support the dilute Swinburnism, prosy vers-libre,
or Romantic affectations which underpin most classical translations,
managed to exile the few creative translators and vindicate what the
common man still considers the proper dignity of a classic. Perhaps
this is why so few poets care to translate, leaving that art in the fum
bling hands of professors. Consequently, translation has remained
stationary as other arts move through dynamic stages of natural evo u
hon. We read the classics as we go to church, seldom unless necessary.
And, for those who cannot read the original, the response is justi le
Pound's most gifted descendent is Christopher Logue, whose
Hatrocleia of Homer is the finest translation of Homer since Pope s,
fragmentary as it is. Logue, like Pound, knew that his version was go15

ing to be quite different from the original, mainly because of all an
cient literature Homer is the most alien to our sensibilities. Epic has
no relevance to our current creative interests, having been abandoned
by poets and murdered by (post-) Romantic critics (including the
vociferous Pound) who insist on the brevity of poetic emotion. Morally
and psychologically, our age is attuned to vigorous anti-heroic conven
tions and views war not as ennobling and glorious, but squalid, insane,
and wasteful; our proper heroism is not the glistering splendor of King
Harry but the uglified hilarity of Orderly Schweik; the hero whose
supreme moment is bravery in battle has been replaced by the phrase
mongering malingerer or the patriot fool.
Yet Homer, with his great sympathy and his awareness of the
terror and pain of war, is curiously relevant to contemporary spiritual
concerns. Simone Weil is the most eloquent of many critics who have
felt the Iliad's powerful attraction for our world. Logue, in meeting
his challenge, cuts away everything not relevant to his point about
the Iliad, translating those aspects of the poem which are within
range of modern literary and moral concerns and refocusing the rest
to suit his own human response to the original. Thus, Patroclus'
'glorious deeds' reflect a totally modern emotional stance; for here the
Iliad is seen not only as an ancient epic but simultaneously as an epic
having developed through the long tradition it initiated. In the pro
cess of capturing his response to Homer, Logue had to take more
liberties than Pound, whose originals were always available without
wholesale restructuring. Logue, who has not only to make a poetic
translation of Homer but capture through it the neurasthenia and
despair of the 20th century as well, had to reorganize the Homeric
narrative, an epic convention fossilized by centuries of rosy-finger'd
dawns and Lattimore's insistance on form before relevance.
Logue solved his problem as a moviemaker films a version of a
novel, as Americans made The Magnificent Seven out of The Seven
Samurai: by ignoring Homer's formulaic texture and traditional struc
ture as unviable, concentrating instead on Homer's structural potential,
the relation of incident and episode to the total point. He chose not the
novelistic method but the cinematic ("you know from books and talk
ing pictures . . ."), an extended series of short and primarily visual
episodes without Homeric transitions. Indications for cinematic ef
fects appear throughout: "Half naked men hack slowly at each other,"
"Noon. Striped mosquitoes. Nothing stirring," "The daylight stiffens
to translucent horn.' Logue has tried to lift what Homer saw out from
16

behind Homer's epic urbanity, and the cumulative effect of his scenes
forms a great, bloody tapestry.
Logue the discriptive poet took over much from the Imagists and
proved that short-poem techniques can be used successfully in long
poems (as Pound showed, differently, in Women of Trachis). The
sun, for example, appears throughout as an 'image,' sometimes merely
as the impassive illuminator ("and he was gone./Sun reflected in his
dry green eyes," "His soul/ crawled off his tongue and vanished into
sunlight"), sometimes as a participant in the battling (the unnatural
day-length, or the sun-moon hallucination). But gradually the sun
begins to solidify as a symbol and participate in the tragic logic of the
Patrocleia, begins to merge with Apollo ("whose face is brighter than
a thousand suns"). The poem's climax, "coming behind you in the
dusk you felt/ - what was it? felt the darkness part and then/
APOLLO!" (in 1^" caps), recalls that of Pound's Women of Trachis
and is functionally similar. Apollo and the sudden blaze of sunlight
reveal the inexorable workings of destiny as foretold by Achilles to
Patroclus at the beginning; the sheer blast of consciousness intruding
on folly, certainly part of Homer's tragic effect, can only be recaptured
in such a way, by resolving the movement and content of the poem in
a climax which grows organically out of what preceeds it, in a superimage crowning all previous imagistic buildup. The defunct but crucial Homeric climax is thus recast in contemporary poetic form.
The unexpected image replaces Homer's traditional formula,
scones replace episodes; the small touch delineates character or situa
tion which gets lost in the unwieldy prolixity of 'straight' translations.
Logue's real subject, war in its destructive power, stripped of all but
negative grandeur, crystallizes in a plethora of small touches: hornets,
the wolves snuffing through corpses, the hordes of lemmings perishing
in the sea, "and over it all,/ as flies shift up and down a haemmorhage
alive with ants,/ the captains in their iron masks drift past each
°ther." All of history is available for Logue's effects, English, Greek,
Biblical, even Chinese ("October. The hungry province grows res^Ve '). At one point, Noah's flood is brought in to produce universal
cataclysm. Poundian logopoeia also makes an appearance: Patroclus
tells Hector that it took three to kill him, "a god, a boy, and last of
all, a hero!" playing on Pound's multilingual pun as well as the famous
Pindaric phrase that inspired it. Clearly, Patroclus wonders which of
tee three he would place the tin wreath upon.
Like Pound, Logue exploits the inherent sound-patterns of English
17

brilliantly, and that is what makes or breaks a good creative transla
tion; it is harder to make good poetry when translating than when
writing originally. He cultivates a sustained verse-music that literally
clanks and hammers. His verses convey sonically the jangling horror
of battle and blood: "His chariot bucked too slow over the rutted
corpses," "the ditch where the rump was butchered." An aesthetic
parallel with the inevitability of Homer's hexametric battle-pictures
is attained through Logue's cacophanous harmonies which we come
to count on with horrid fascination.
Such effects as Logue and Pound achieve can be produced only
by living poetry which is entirely (except for poetic-critical purposes)
free of obligation to the original's structure and language. A transla
tor, in recreating his original, is primarily interested in the original's
spirit; we make its spirit and point relevant and interesting through
our own poetic methods. The quest for modern 'equivalents' for anci
ent poetic Kunstsprache is futile and mars some excellent attempts
at translation, like the Fitts-Fitzgerald Oedipus at Colonus. On the
other hand, there are several poets now at work in the right spirit:
Fagles on Bacchylides, Pindar, and Aeschylus, Whigham on Catullus,
Fitts and Parker on Aristophanes, and Roche seems to be getting his
balance in tradedy. All are less independent than Logue and Pound,
but all employ similar methods and work in the same spirit.
With due regard for the tot homines, tot opiniones principle, I
register my vote with Logue and Pound. Scholars and purists have
nothing to gain by reviling or simply ignoring attempts at lively
usurpations of their precious originals by real poets whose insights
may well thrust chaste old classics, at last, into the contemporary
lighting where they belong. Such creations are for those who want
to experience living art; there will always be a large market for meta
phrase and good paraphrase to serve other needs. I have been speak
ing to all those who consider translations from the classics dull and
inflexibly artificial, who think "surely there must be more than this.
There is, but you must read the original to get it. The next thing is
the alternative poetry which I have been calling translation.

— Jeff Henderson
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The Mapping of Currents
If the lion could speak we
would not understand him
— Wittgenstein
They had come finally to water / the currents
it was not surprising
the ships commodity being
elemental, that below the sea's movements were similar.
And because even
the map-makers had them: wives, lovers, or
young boys to handle
some basic needs,
it figured
At one time to make
maps was basic, in its way / to
found
get food from the sea
that even the seas moved inward to meet
maps of the land, the nets
or the rivers
THE RIVER
my grandfather, the Peshtago (1949) came up to the wideness of lakes
Crivitz Wisconsin at the shore . sits watching the town
feet on the gunnels
head cocked back under the hat / the wash sends ripples out
the line is slack/ spun
out from the reel, silent, the creel
empty . no fish to the wooden bait
the plunker funks in the weeds near shore (flies study it
And
up stream a muskie rises
to bull-snort through bony nostrils . my grandfather
doesn't care, can name
every fish, its place . knows them by hand, the dorsal fin geare
t° which rock cove —
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along the bank
bass
rustle the reeds

(croppies hang deep in mid-stream

touch of the scales / origins and habits
There is indeed a vague and comforting idea in the
background that, after all, in the last analysis,
doing an action must come down to the making of
physical movements with parts of the body; but this
is about as true as that saying something must, in
the last analysis, come down to making movements of
the tongue.
— John Austin, 1956 —
I have seen pictures of women in various postures
and made good use of them.
Dressed in stockings and garters
with hats on / women
in beds without sheets, those who stand for it
women laying, girls without breasts
old women
young ones who feared it.
And the flesh moved in the hand ignoring
the man, his part in it, to speak to her / he
moves as the tongue moves
across the teeth in a closed mouth.
(and it was easy
to divide the scene, take
what you want from it
women only & lonely & silent.
If I had a line If at the end of it a hook
for the fish leaps from the pond
like the word is jerked from the mouth
is the force of a circle closing / that connection
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as the water closes over
as the mouth closes when the word leaves
as the fish was a part of the pond
is vulnerable . you got to have a line
at the end of it
a hook.
To map the land is selective judgement
the road map does not deny
contours. The map is not a whole
or essential
measurement. The word
is not the thing itself.
But the mappers of currents (assuming the movements of fish
drew basic charts
inductively
through the study of floating objects
(and some of them, the said being distracted
ran, in diverse directions, the which finally
brought them to water. We
have commended to Jesus Christ in his mercy & etc, who were never
beard from or seen again
on this earth)
And so I bring my cat into this
as figure of death in the house
and she is the lion below me
for she can creep
is the huntress
in obscure events, the fish on his way
to the boat / I have
a line on her — at night
niovement of claws pressing into
a search for the dug in my groin.
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or is the face in the picture
the man saying — "I have put on
as the lion his plumage, these garters
and in the ways of ritual, tied
this ribbon around your neck" and if she says —
"You bastard, this
is a business arrangement"
she must say it
at any rate
to him.
Jonnie, my grandfather
The Sea moved contrary to what I believed, and
in the watching has made me crazy.
And tho it flows into rivers
it comes too late.
You are dead / gone
as I saw in the picture only
the use of a road map that gets you
thru to the end
and like that woman (a mad cartographer
trapped in the measurements / Jonnie
I have been a lousy fisherman.

— Toby Olson
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12 january 1968
the snowiest day
of the year:
a big hoop love
you and me
cycles
Thorazine,the cat
all of us
now
sitting wishing for a pair
of rubber insulated boots
wherever you may be
i love
clocks telling us
where we
are
so happy
my love is under cold wet snow
i walked through drifts
up to my waist
DON'T COMPLAIN
indoors i learn bird calls
moving my head closer
to the blue ceiling
BRIGHTER SUNS WON'T SHINE/ EVER
bubbles let you
know
you're living in
an ocean
flap your arms and you will fly
YOU'D BETTER LEARN TO LIKE CONFUSION
baby
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Bang! Bang!
says the cowboys guns
as he weaves through the cobblestoned streets of Laredo
one indian
squats puzzled ignoring
all but the flashing din
bursting down San Bernardo St.
wondering
there and then
who's turned on to thunder's rhythms anyway
to the various vibrations
the hard flint boys move, bounce, boil
around
down rock walls
to these various vibrations
here in Laredo, entering from space
into Laredo this way.
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really gone into the flowers
moving around as one
my eyes
they and their gods
are adapted to each other
hello down there,
you in the wilderness
lines blurred
lines vibrating
releasing energy
as many chemical reactions do
my face secretes oil
my eyes reflect light
my breathing keeps the air in motion
hello you're up early
has the cat come home yet?
parallel lines remain equidistant
unless they are vibrating
and birds cannot create shadows
you do not think so
you leave me no alternative
i must introduce myself
you might repeat my name
while my eyes and their gods
move around as one
line parallel to many

— Artur Kosiakowski
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The Sun Of Sorrow

Old eyes, sun, old as black agates
Look at you from this mountain.
These were once good for the bow
When Ingus and I were young and quick
Around the green wood near the misty brook.
I was better than ipy squirrel or beaver.
I was proud, sun, but was not wise.
As in dream I walked, about my village,
Above the trees and brook, in a cloud,
And I saw much and wanted much
I could have there: ten or twenty
Silver horses,
The skins of many buffalo and many squaws.
I was brave like the eagle,
Who is strongest in the sky but prey on land.
And I have lived this way.
Old eyes, that see you, so clear now
Between the spread black peaks.
Old eyes, take to the running sun on eagle wings.
Fly me swiftly over the valley mist
That darkens ever faster with the night.
It is many moons now that fall.

— William Rinehart Cooper
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Borrowing

A mid-afternoon sun melted the long row of cafes and hotels into
their ocean reflections like so much colored wax. Neither the occa
sional oil slick which pulsated across the bay nor the infrequent tug
boat did anything to separate the two, but through the thick moisture
garishly painted horse drawn taxis sometimes drew the border-line
between the water and its front. At this hour of the day the few
people that remained outside were not readily visible — camouflaged
where they sat atop the sea-wall.
On the other side of the ,corniche, clusters of people, mostly fisher
men, had grouped themselves around small, wooden tables sprinkled
underneath the long irregular line of palm trees which lined the street.
Had a pedestrian desired to pass along the sidewalk, he would have
had to make his way around tables, chairs and a vast number of
Turkish water pipes each with its long red tube. But the pedestrian
would not have been able to pass all the way on the sidewalk, for
near the corner four tables had been joined and eight or nine fisher
men were involved in a heated discussion around them. From a near
by tea-house, strains of Turkish music wound their way out onto the
sidewalk. A girl wailed her troubles at the customers in sad and end
less emotion. But she did nothing to dampen the spirits of the fisher
men at the four tables.
They celebrated noisily the end of the fishing season with a few
rounds of raki. Their joy was expressed in unselfconscious song, but
mostly in hushed tones with frequent reference made to large sums of
money, so large that they could have existed only in the most abstract
imagination. Now and then, someone would gesture towards the
nearby water where a boat was tied up. All knew that it had been
there for the entire season and had not been untied for several months.
The fishermen wondered out loud about the health of their com
rade, Sinan, who had been disabled by sickness and lay helpless
in his bed. They fell silent as a peddler with a box of breadrings on
his head shouted his way down the street. "Cimitjeeee, his cry
echoed at regular intervals so that after a short while to all but the
hungry and the observant, it went unnoticed.
As he walked between the fishing boat and the group of men, he
kept to a straight course as though he knew nothing about what was
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being said, but he did glance briefly over towards the boat. No longer
in good repair, it lay moored tilted against the concrete wall, an at
tempt to dry dock it had left it in six inches of water. Once, though,
it had been worthy of its name, 'Beloved of God,' painted in faded
letters on the prow. An irridescent crescent moon shape crowned
with rigging kept in perfect order — and clean. Above all, it had been
clean. Now filth from the street and filth from the water itself had
left their stains. Tarry icicles drooled down along the slimy hull;
trash — newspapers and wrappers — stuck themselves onto the fallen
web of rigging.
By now the bread ring peddler's cry had faded, and was being
heard by people far down the corniche. He stopped and placed his
glass box full of his wares down beside him. He sent a long, piercing
cry up to a dark window on the third story of a house with gray stucco
walls. He stopped here regularly on his way, for he knew that beyond
the window lay a man struggling under a sickness which several
months had not yet cured. However, as usual, he did not make the
sale he hoped for, so he moved on his way slowly down the street
until his cry was no longer to be heard in those parts.
The sick man, however, never heard the peddler's cry. Time for
him mattered little — he was conscious for so little of it And lost in
a sticky, unsatisfying slumber, the fisherman lay, his broad back arched
underneath a single yellow sheet. Nothing but his head was visible
at the time. Moisture from his thick black hair rolled in criss-cross
rivulets down a wide forehead. His nose, red and slightly crooked, pro
truded from a month's growth of beard. His whole frame quaked in
sleep betrayed by two half-open eyes which at first had gazed wide in
something like terror, but then were covered over. His lungs breathed
long and laboriously. The heat of the day was much in evidence, for
the bedding was soaked and the man's neck glistened in the afternoon
sunbeams.
The sun was now too yellow to reveal the true color of the room,
but near the invalid's bed in a corner lay oars, buckets, two anchors,
a coil of rope, tackle, poles and work clothes. A net was spread like
a tarpaulin over all the effects, while floats weighed down its many
corners.
The sun grew more purposeful as it concentrated its light on that
corner. Everything in the room was lost in deep obscuring shadow
while the corner soaked up the entire volume of sunshine and resem
bled a great mass of yellow sponge. A breeze drove the two wisps of
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curtain into the room and they, too, shared in the glow for brief inter
vals at a time. With the breeze came the smells of a town preparing
for the night and the dawn attached to it. Traces of a day of fishing, a
day of baking — the sounds of a day of living penetrated and floated
freely around the room.
A dog bark came from the street below.
The sick man pushed his damp bed-clothes away off the side of
the bed with his foot. They dangled down onto the floor. In almost a
single motion, the fisherman was sitting on the edge of his thin mat
tress and was then standing up. He walked across into the sunlight
where he paused in front of the corner.
Within a few minutes, the fish net had been spread out on the
floor. Mechanically, the oars were laid crosswise upon the net. He
worked quickly for the sun was fading rapidly; but the task went
easily for daily repetition had lightened it. Once dressed in his work
clothes, he knelt down facing the window — and went through the
motions of washing his face and hands with water from the net. While
performing this ritual he muttered several long and involved lines of
prayer. Because he had been trying to sing them or perhaps due to
the power of habit, his body swayed back and forth as though keeping
time to some inpalpable rhythm. He cupped his hands and filled
them with dry water. The fisherman, his head bowed, raised his hands
to his lips and drank, for it was from this net that he took his daily
sustenance. He washed again — this time continuing until the sun
had set leaving all in a deep blue darkness.
He didn't sit long before he removed his boots and torn work
shirt. With the oars he replaced them underneath the net in the
corner. A more relaxed stillness settled in the room as the fisherman
pulled the sheet up around his ears. Across the street a mother
quieted her baby. A junk peddler clattered through the- street in his
cart and made his last resounding cry, but then the street accepted
night with no more protests.
A week later, the beginning of September brought with it a figure
on board the fishing vessel. It worked intently to untangle the pile
of fine ropes on the deck. Around in a semi-circle, fishermen from
other boats were standing and talking. They were finished for the
year and their boats were either in storage or nearly ready for it.
They had time to share their troubles and as much or more time to
share in somebody else's.
_
_
"Please, Sinan," one particularly insistent voice cried, "let me
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help. We are old friends — before your sickness . . . remember? you
must remember. But Sinan didn't seem to as he barely looked up to
see who was bothering him. "No, I will do it alone," he said looking
down again; and as an afterthought he added that he must do it alone,
but no one heard. The other shrugged his shoulders and was silent.
More offers came, and someone remarked upon Sinan's apparent stu
pidity: ". . . but the fish are no longer running, Sinan. It's far too late
to start now anyway; the cold is not far away." But Sinan knew best
as he continued to work for the remainder of the day. It was well into
the night before he was able to stop what he was doing to get some
rest. The crowd had dwindled as it realized that Sinan was in no convival mood. "Tomorrow, you will accept our offers of help," they said
as they turned to leave, "perhaps you are still possessed by the sick
ness; may God assist you in your labors."
The fisherman's fears that the sickness might again disable him
drove him to work day and night for the next week until all the re
pairs had been completed — all, that is, that were needed to make the
boat operative once again. The painting job, so badly needed, was
still neglected. This was so obvious that when passers-by glanced in
his direction, they often asked him to explain the mystery. His usual
reply to such inquiries was a simple: "It's not necessary that the boat
be painted."
It was still clear weather when finally one day the fisherman an
nounced that the job was finished. But the announcement seemed
more like a contradiction of the truth for the boat remained unpainted
and unclean. The sail, which had been torn in several places before,
was now only hastily repaired. Old hands at fishing shook their heads
solemnly in disapproval and some, in disgust. They said that nothing
good could come from such a careless job. Yes, they admitted that
the boat would sail, but for how long would it sail before something
gave way? That evening the fisherman stood on the prow like some
grotesque figurehead and looked long into the approaching dusk. The
breeze of a month ago brought with it tidings of fall and winter.
His mind wandered.
Further inland the harvest had been gathered. The threshing was
finished and now the final product was being stowed away for winter
use. Long strings of peppers were aflame as they hung from the roof
of his relatives' house in the outlying village of Afyon, and the herds
were beginning to return from the highlands. A shepherd with a face
brown and tired with many wrinkles, walked amidst his goats. Be30

hind him trailed a few lonesome notes from a reed pipe he played on.
The shepherd then faded into the blue-gray horizon, but the tune he
had been playing lingered on for a while in Sinan s mind. The breeze
was cold on the fisherman's face as the dusk swept in and left him
alone with the darkness. Then, almost against his will, he envisioned
a kitchen where children stood by the oven and watched their mother
— a buxom peasant woman — make bread for the week. He then
noticed the smell of freshly baked bread coming from somewhere
nearby. The breeze picked up the spray and flicked drops of water
on the fisherman, but still he stood there on the prow until late at
night.
By dawn of tfie next day a single boat still floated in the harbor s
curve. Near gale force winds tossed the craft around so that it tugged
its mooring ropes. There may have been some rain and if so it was
indistinguishable from the sea water which flurried like snow in the
wind. A man walked by with his wife. "Today Sinan had intended
to go out and fish. But it's not difficult to understand why his boat
still remains here," he remarked. Their smiles — a tribute to any
ironic situation — lingered as they walked on down the street avoid
ing the tongues of spray that occasionally curled up over the sea wall.
They disappeared, and the boat was left completely alone. In the
three or four days of harsh weather that followed, the fishing boat su
fered considerably. It was not until the dawn of the fifth day that
someone thought to report to the fisherman that a hole had opened
in the hull of his boat just above the water line.
The weather had made a change for the better; people moved
around the streets in large numbers. Like schools of fish they changed
direction with a common inclination frequently and abruptly while,
confronted with the smallest danger, they were ready to disappear.
But today the town was out to enjoy perhaps the last patch of blue
the autumn sky would allow. The fishermen had all returned to their
villages and their families for the winter, but the cafes were doing
good business. None paid any attention to the boat which had ceased
to be of interest. An old bearded knife-sharpener with a large grinding
wheel slung over the back of his moth-eaten suit struggled through the
crowds. Soon he was lost in the bright colors of peasant dress. But
had anyone been aware of what was going on in a small appartment
above their heads way down town, they would most likely have been
packed tightly around the door.
But as it was, two officials strode loathingly around the room where
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a dead fisherman lay stretched out beside two nearly packed bags. A
green train ticket to Afyon stamped for the next day lay where it had
fallen inconspicuously beside the bed. They noted the oars and the
net on the floor and kicked them hastily back into the corner. The
emaciated fisherman himself they left on the bed for the next depart
ment to dispose of. One of the officials opened a thick ledger and
scribbled the words, "death from starvation" low on a page of similar
epitaphs. He picked up the book, and together the two officials left
the room.

— Barnard Dale

What You Want Loves Me

The base of a petal colors the darkest,
a cut is the same, the blood spreads
from the lowest part.
If you will listen
I can tell you how
this makes sense for us.
Keep strength where it is.
Should it flood
there would be nothing.
What you want loves me.

— M. S. Hobbie
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A Geological Note to Joaquin Miller

These hills once a pasture for cattle
roll inland as far as
The Valley of Saint Catherine of Bononia of the Oaks
where Miller saw "... A thousand flowers every rod
A stately tree on every rood"
and there were
as well as oaks
blue gums, cypress & sycamore
slopes of lupine &
goodly varieties of the poppy that made
a soldier in de Portola's company
exclaim upon reaching the summit of the Arroyo Seco (1770)
Le Sabinall a de San Pascual!
The grand altar cloth of the Holy Easter!
So he sat in a San Francisco bar
and wrote poems to The Mover & The Shaker of mass.
the bearer of goodies,
A LAND THAT MAN HAS NEWLY TROD
and this a long time after
agitations promoted deep in the earth's interior
sliced across
the length of San Vicente y Santa Monica
buckling sections
of the headlands
into the sea
for as far as
the 3 square leagues of Topanga Malibu Rancho
once sold by the heirs of Don Jose Bartolome Tapia
for $400.00, with half the amount paid
in wine, one of the last good deals on record
to a Spaniard
out of the transmitting rock
soundings
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California Landscapes
2110 Loma Dr.

It is hard
the
distrust of words makes
it so
speaks
anyway the little for you
both of us will recognize.
The head this boy turns
away is twice normal
size, is
turned from you away
and back . it
comes back
to you
as the words
as for the words they
also are beyond pity.

California Landscapes
5751 Valley Oak Dr.

My friend whose head
the crystal rings
shutters,
the roof
does not shake
ting . ting
a comb sets it all straight.
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Frame Shop Ode to Martin Luther King

Small shopping center arcade
3rd. & Flores
small palm in mud packed fountain
narrow thru-way
at late afternoon gorged
with sunlight
gas fumes
boy hoses walk (dust rises)
cleaning out the corners
the stucco facades, greening
the tree's leaves, isolate,
awash in waves of dark water
rotting yellow brick
handsome young Negress
in heavy green wool suit
disregards
late afternoon rush traffic
a painting of Jesus
slung under her arm .
his, raised
holds to her flapping sleeve.

— Carl Thayler
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U.S.A. #901

Hissing, half roaring,
two hours late,
this plated eaglet flies
to meet mid-ocean dawn.
Black mirrors will fade,
to tell tonight's secrets
through two ply rainbow glass,
in France's ripened sun.

Tabac

I sit enclosed by Boulevard Ste. Michel
In a glassy turkish bath of espresso steam.
Stifling sweet Galoises hang in corners
To hide the unwashed body smell
Of a thousand women raped in Paris and Calais.
Small meticulous men, they are the mourners,
Are thinking of atrocities they'd like to say.
But they sit and read or watch the street,
Dropping ashes into a small Lufthansa tray.

— Peter Bradford
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Letters

I.

II.

III.

if i could give you
a metaphor today
to explain what my tongue
(which is blinded by the light)
can not say,
then my gift would be a forest waterfall
to sing its rushing song to you
as you stare from your shaded window
to the dark city streets.

the endless song around us
is drawing near my ears,
this morning when i found myself
awakened on a frosted hillside
and saw the cool yellow fire
melt the air;
where was i then
& why did i think of you?

you told me of
a lilac tree today
and i thought
perhaps we'd plant one
beside tht door to the cabin
so in a few Springs we may have
lilacs of our own
that you may pick
to fill the vase on the
kitchen table.
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IV
while reading a book this afternoon
i remembered seeing you
from the bed
staring out the window
at the streetlamp
in the windblown rain,
the dawn had not yet come
and you told me to go back to sleep
but i watched your silhouette
against the glistening streetlamp rain,
and i saw you thinking
of how you would remember these
strange country roads.
you said in the morning
that i held you very tightly in my sleep.
V.
and when i see you again
remember i will not change,
though my face may seem strange to you.
for the time i see
is when i will look across your black hair
and touch you.
& we will have to laugh again
to know that we
are only both a seed.
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Moment

my princess Debby
leans against me
resting on her arm
a frame of white lace
follows her head
behind her eyes,
she draws the picture of the shadow
of the hand she draws the picture with,
what is it, she asks
her black hair falls
brushing dust on the floor

First

first
the dream was of
a wild eyed
complacent little
pretty girl who was
post-hypnotic who would
do
all the time
or more necessarily
when ever i felt like
it with my hand
& my body in a distant mirror.
— Paul Kahn
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The Roaring . . .

Nineteen hundreds binge is over.
Writing, feeling, sinning in our consciousness,
prohibiting, boozing, with unconsciousness,
all these curiously disappear as ladies and poets
return to their outside shells like chastized oysters.
Once again you won't know the personal life and griefs as
the song may not become me, I am becoming the song.
Hungover, recover from death-wish crushed from the
streams of conscious images that loomed with the
pink elephants and mixed ideals idolized in the
dreams and nightmares and hangovers suffered at the
period of what used to be called progress for the
world.
Turning, clockwise, in the widening sink,
the dregs undrinkable wash down through the drain,
Yeah that's right. The pills you took to take you up
were now replaced by things you took to bring escape,
blind erasure sought amid the waste.
Turn this world to cinders; after that,
when you're done, get out of here: we'll try to be again.
The nineteen hundreds' time, now lively spent
in dark oblivion from times in what had been one
referred to as eternity. Right to the end we'd thought
it would be the end, gentlemen, right to the end.
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(Charming) Cat on a Hot Type Writer

and Wander said x.
For you,
Xerxes, it must've been if Wander
can decide to type
that x
for any reason at all
it might as well have been that

— Andy Moffitt

Exercise in Logical Indifference

Turn left, turn right,
Bend but do not waver.
Light flows and laugh dances.
Tracings in an opal dream
Of nascent bubbles
Rising, bursting
Leap in flecks of
Opalescent fantasia
And fall
On dead ears and blackened windows.

Howard Stanbor
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Premonitions at the Bed of a Sick Child
— Richard Becker (translation by Jeff Henderson)

the softest dream sails
on singing finchwings through your sleep
round cows moo
warm horses whinny
and whitewhitewhite swan
furls circles of comfort
far round your drifting bed
his black head and yellow bill
drawn back with care
to keep from prodding you
before the moon dissolves away
a bird of terror screeching down
on black clattering wings
will shoot through your soul —
meager cows moan
freezing horses clatter away
and sorrowful swan entombs his milky head
under green water
your leeky little bed shall sink
and merciful bat shall take away
your mother's shattered temple bones
on its nightly oscillations
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(whispering bayes)

come

do not try glory
in fogged unending
fight with fleeting
cold
golden
dead
distance:
singing now softly
yellow leaves watching
— please don't leave

Here's the canary
There's the canary
Wanting watching
for

you

He is dead
who
hears the canary
puffing water
exhausting wonder
hear quiet

here

— William Brunner
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Notes on new books:

Anthology of Concrete Poetry edited by Emmett Williams, Something
Else Press, $2.95.
Concrete poetry has taken for its name two words that mistake
its truest character and intention. The first I simply dismiss as too
vague for discussion. The second is dangerously inaccurate, and in
vites all manner of impertinent incursions: into the history of poetry
and the direction it has taken with regard to this new movement.
These works of art are unequivocably more the result of developments
in the field of graphics than an extension of form in poetry. The mode
or basis of poetry is the language, and its lowest common denominator
the word. Good poetry should be at least as effective when presented
orally as visually; the best of the work in this collection would defy
recitation, and more important would be defeated by it. For this
is a form involving not the elements of language but the elements and
design of the lingual symbol. The designer is merely using the sound
symbols to contribute to the effect of the picture. Instead of using
simply points and lines he is using points and lines that affect more
than our visual sense, shapes that have phonetic and often sensory
significance. In poetry the visual structure is a function of sound; in
this form, it's the other way around. Perhaps a more appropriate and
useful name would be "noisy pictures."
The works in this collection that most appeal to me are those
in which an artistic tension or coordination of the visual form with
the sound symbols used takes us beyond the forms themselves. The
pictures of Pierre Garmier, Henri Chopin and Gerhard Ruhm have
this effect. Ruhm s "du' is a classic of concrete poetry. Nine rows of
seventeen u s form a box, in the center of which is the letter d. The
central d is in the same heavy type face as the rest of the letters. Thus
the word du, the German for you is imprisoned within itself. The fact
that the word means what it means gives a human and philosophical
dimension to the design. In the best work of Ruhm and Chopin the
viewer quickly looses the distinction between word and figure, figure
and idea. The effect becomes one indivisible experience.
In too many of the examples however, there is an imbalancing
of the elements or a cheap use of them, so that the effect is simply
exercise or at best entertain the eye. Heinz Gappmayr's use of the
Austrian word sind ' (to be) crowded hundreds of times into a block
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I

space seems to me a little bit strained, over-obvious. Likewise with
most of Jackson MacLow's, Emmett Williams' and Aram Saroyan's
word pictures. It is interesting to note that the efforts of American
artists in this discipline are generally inferior to those of the French,
Germans and Austrians. Most of the latter artists are accomplished
in graphic design, while the Americans seem to have approached the
form from the wrong end, the word end.
PoundI Joyce, Letters and Essays edited by Forrest Read, New Di
rections, $10.00.
Pound's energetic participation in 20th century literature is
nothing less than amazing. He seems to have been always at the
center of whatever activity was most important at the time, carving
away at Eliot's Waste Land, alternately cajoling and shaming Yeats
°ut of the 19th century, or grinding out tracts on the modern aesthetic.
Joyce was another of Pound's projects. When Pound "found"
Joyce in 1913, Joyce was at the end of a series of financial and literary
frustrations: broken contracts, lost editions, etc. For ten years he
had attempted to publish "The Dubliners," without success. Pound
began their correspondence with an invitation for Joyce to appear in
his Imagist Anthology, and letters continue until 1920.
Professor Read has organized the letters chronologically, with
a terse running commentary that fills up most of the holes left by the
unfortunate absence of Joyce's answers to Pound's letters. Copyright
problems, I guess. But it would be a much better book if both sides
were there.
Pound's letters, which are for the most part lively and engaging,
mclude his first reactions to Portrait of the Artist: ". .. if I try to tell
y°u how fine it is, I shall only break out into inane hyperbole . .
comments and advice on Ulysses: "Second character is the test etc.
efc. Jab jab jobberjabble" and many revealing remarks by Pound on
be world politics and the war. Included in the collection of letters are
°und's essays on Joyce, as well as the Rome broadcast of 1941 in
memory of Joyce.
I would consider the book helpful to anyone studying either of
ese two literary figures. It's also interesting just to look through.
pound is
a scream.
Antiworlds And The Fifth Ace by Andrei Voznesensky, Basic Books,
57.95.
This seems like an awfully silly thing. What they've done is
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they ve taken all the problems of translating poetry and multiplied
them by six. There are fifty-four poems in this volume and six trans
lators, all 'poets in their own right: W. H. Auden, Jean Garrigue,
Stanley Kunitz, Stanley Moss, William Jay Smith, and Richard Wil
bur. Not one of them knows a word of Russian. Max Hayward gave
them all prose ponies and they had a field day. Needless to say we
would have been much better off with Hayward's ponies.
Anyone who knows anything about W. H. Auden knows that he
cannot be trusted.
Stanley Kunitz translations seem to be the best. They are at
any rate the most beautiful. He seldom attempts to echo the rhyme
scheme (which is like rendering a symphony by playing only the per
cussion parts) judging from the Russian texts juxtaposed to the trans
lation. There seems to be a fine kind of lyrical sense, particularly in
the sad, plaintive "Autumn," and "First Frost." Slightly disconcert
ing is Voznesensky s preoccupation with violence, which manifests it
self in an almost sadistic imagery. In the "Skull Ballad" for instance:
"Her head rolls from the blow of his axe/to the toe of his hunter's
boot; he dangles it high above the crowd/Like a red-topped turnip
root. He grips her cheeks in an iron vise, He cracks the bridge of her
nose; the blood spurts from her golden throat/On her executioner's
clothes. " In "Hunting a Hare" he states: "The urge to kill, like the
urge to beget is blind and sinister." At the risk of sounding Freud
ian, I think there may be something of repression in this Russian art
ist s life that cultures such violent tendencies. But I'll leave that to
Auden and Jean Garrigue to puzzle over.
— D. M. E.

Poems 3 by Alan Dugan, Yale University Press $1.45
In 1962 Alan Dugan won both the National Book Award and
he Pulitzer Prize for his book called Poems. What was in that book
now'
°
'lope "1at " was a novel on adolescence,
though that seems unhkely. In Poems 3, his third volume, Mr. Dugan
akdtfuUy juxtaposes a melee of malformed ideas and a hackneyed
wgnette technique mto trimeter or pentameter lines which ate sometimes rhymed or spaced into stanzas.
morality.
In his poem "Adultery," Mr. Dugan writes "What do a few crimes
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/matter in a good life?/Adultery is not so bad." These lines are then
followed by a sterile summary of adulterous incidents at a party which
seem inspired by Peyton Place. Next we are hit with the raison d'etre
of the poem. "But: One/memo from that McNamara and his band/
can kill a city of lives/and the life of cities, too,/while L.B. "Killer'
Johnson And His Napalm Boys/sit singing by their fire:/The Gold
berg Variations." There is no apparent humanitarian ideal underlying
this attempted satire. The conclusion seems foregone and doctrinaire,
dry and boring in Mr. Dugan's verse.
The longest poem in the book is "On Zero." It has many new and
interesting innovations (in the context of this book) such as a subtlety
which extends past the first line, an attempted use of the extended
Metaphor, the mixing of long and short lines for heightened rhythmic
variety and the use of episodic movement with the ingenious switch
°f having no real connection whatsoever between the episodes. Mr.
Dugan's book is worse than bad, it's excruciating. This seems a classic
case of a poet who is lifeless and criminally over-rated.
— R. Z.
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Contributors
PETER BRADFORD is the lone bard, as far as we know, of Delta Tau
Delta.
WILLIAM BRUNNER plus radical innocence.
WILLIAM RINHART COOPER is a freshman. This is his first appearance
in HIKA.
BARNARD DALE is the fastest proof reader this side of Jelloway.
JEFF HENDERSON is a classicist, who, unfortunately, will be graduating
this year.
M. S. HOBBIE is a Ga/nbier lady who has been seen in the company
of that notorious group, the Poetry Workshop.
PAUL KAHN is getting better all the time.
ARTUR KOSIAKOWSKI is

etc. etc.

ANDY MOFFITT is not an Archon.
TOBY OLSON who was a distinguished guest of the Poetry Workshop
earlier this year will return for the Film Festival. The poem is
from a book called Maps.
W. BRUCE ROBINSON is the only Junior member of the HIKA staffHOWARD STANBOR who makes his debut in this issue, is also a fresh
man.
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Mediocribus esse poetis
Non dei, non homines, non concessere columnae —

